
Splish Splat Collage - by Alice Crawford

The collage illustrations are originally done in a rough 
line drawing for the positioning of the collage items. 

The collage pieces are composed of a combination of 
fabric scans and photos, drawings, watercolour, digital 
photos of found items, scans of some magazine cut 
outs glued together, and Photoshop; with a few real 

items scattered here and there. I like to tell a story within 
the story in my illustrations and have fun composing the 

different textures of the pieces to create colourful art.

Occasionally, I put in my own block print art into the illustrations. 
There is one in the story of Splish Splat. 

The character’s mouth is the model’s and the shoes are from actual 
shoes decorated in a whimsical manner. Some of the clothing are in multiple semi-
transparent layers allow the characteristics of the bottom layers to show through. This 
is a time consuming task but the results are worth it!

Many of the collage pieces are photos taken on my digital camera from my travels 
locally and across Canada and the U.S.A.

Heather - Model -  Deaf friend
 cap - scanned fabric - denim, coloured in Photoshop
 hair - photos of potted outdoor plants
 skin - scanned magazine model head
 facial features - drawn in Photoshop
 mouth - photograph of model’s mouth
 T-shirt - Photoshop - hearts & ily (I Love You) hands & purple background
 overalls - fabric scan - denim 
    - hooks & buttons - photos of hooks & buttons from overalls
    - logo - created in Illustrator (is a play on the ASL sign for paint)
 paint splats - photos of paint splats on old clothes used for painting
 socks - fabric photo of knitted sweater sleeve, coloured in Photoshop
 shoes - layered - bottom layer - photo of my runners, 
  - top layer - scan of floral paper, coloured in Photoshop
  - decoration for laces - photo of sand dune flower from the sand dunes 
    of the Oregon coastline
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Dog - Model - Lily, neighbour’s Cocker Spaniel
 body fur - scanned real fur
 mop on top of head - scanned fake fur  
 collar - scan of a photo album cover coloured in Photoshop
          - studs - photo of middle of snap, 
          - dog tag - photo of all of the snap (not seen in this dog pose)
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Money - background - photo of metal wall
        decorationin a mall
     - lacey pattern - photo of door grill 
     - centre of money - photo of doll
     - corners - scanned plastic fish 
     - money coloured in Photoshop
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